
Questions from the camp residents (translated from Karen and Burmese) 

1. In 2019, will we still get the foods (ration)? Will the ration still available to us? Will the ration be 

reduced? 

2. How long the camp will still be exited? When will it be closed? 

3. Is there’s no resettlement opportunity at all?  

4. We don’t go for resettlement, we don’t go back, can we live in Thailand? 

5. If we go back, where (place) we have to stay? How do people will support us? How the security 

provided for us? 

6. We heard that the US sent (17) million USD for the refugees, is it true? 

7. We would like to know more detail about return to Burma? we need security, health care 

service, education provision, and livelihoods opportunities.  

8. We would like to know about UNHCR facilitates return to Burma. How is the VRC process and 

arrangement? 

9. We heard from the news that “low-cost-housing” are not meant for the refugees. But now some 

refugees have able to buy and live there. We would like to get explanation.  

10. We learnt that KRC and KNU conducted go-and-see places for returnees and identify a place at 

Htee Nya Baw area. We need foreign experts to study the area. So will they be able to go there? 

11. When we return to Burma but if the fighting broke out again, do we have rights to come back to 

Thailand? 

12. We would dare to go back to our places inside Burma if UNHCR follow us and provide us support 

and security. Will they going with us? 

13. We do not have our villages/places in Burma. Where we have to go? 

14. We heard that the returnees who return through VRC process were received cash support in the 

beginning but “confiscated” after they arrived there. Will the supports continue even after the 

cash support is gone? 

15. Will there be any guarantee for those need special care (most vulnerable people)? 

16. How do you consider the return for our Muslim? What is the UNHCR and governments’ policy 

and opinion toward the Muslim? What KRC will arrange for our future? 

17. UNHCR has issued VE card for us and said “it’s value than gold”. How can we use the card? Are 

these issued for us to go back? 

18. KRC is conducted a survey now. Is it for to send back us? Or will it be help us to resettle to third 

countries.  

19. Has KRC any opinion and arrangement for the refugee future? 

20. Can KRC tell us the current situation of Burma? 

21. We would like to know if you could send us to the place where we would like to go, get 

livelihoods opportunities and place with security. 

22. The village where we have to go back has military bases. We afraid to go back. How will you do 

for blind and disable like us.  


